
W.D. Henshaw Math 6840: Problem Set 4 Due: Thurs. Feb 27, 2020.

General note: For computer exercises please provide listings of all computer programs
that were used to generate the results. Please present your results in a clear and neat
manner.

1. (10 points) von Neumann analysis in two-dimensions.

Consider the two-dimensional parabolic problem for u = u(x, y, t),

∂tu = κ1∂
2
xu+ κ2∂

2
yu− αu, x ∈ [0, 2π]2,

u(x, y, 0) = u0(x, y),

with periodic boundary conditions. Here κ1 > 0, κ2 > 0 and α > 0.

(a) Write down the method-of-lines (MOL) scheme for this problem using second-order accurate
central differences (CD2).

(b) Determine the time-stepping eigenvalue λk for the MOL scheme. Expand λk for small kx∆x
and ky∆y to determine the order of accuracy of the scheme in space.

(c) Determine the amplification factor, A, when using the theta-scheme in time to solve the test-
equation found in part (b).

(d) Determine the time-step restriction based on absolute stability when using the theta-scheme in
time. Assume 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1.

2. (20 points) Approximate Factored Scheme for the 2D Heat equation.

Consider the IBVP for the two-dimensional heat equation for u = u(x, y, t),

ut = κ(uxx + uyy) + f(x, y, t), (x, y) ∈ [ax, bx]× [ay, by], 0 ≤ t ≤ tfinal,

u(x, y, 0) = u0(x, y), (x, y) ∈ [ax, bx]× [ay, by]

u(ax, y, t) = gax(y, t), u(bx, y, t) = gbx(y, t), y ∈ [ay, by], 0 < t ≤ tfinal,

u(x, ay, t) = gay(x, t), u(x, by, t) = gby(x, t), x ∈ [ax, bx], 0 < t ≤ tfinal.

Discretize using a uniform Cartesian grid xij = i∆x, i = 0, . . . , Nx with ∆x = (bx − ax)/Nx, and
yij = j∆y, j = 0, . . . , Ny with ∆y = (by − ay)/Ny.

(a) Carefully write down the approximate factored scheme (AFS) for this problem as discussed in
class that is based on the trapezodial rule in time and second-order accurate central-differences
in space. Show the two stages to solve the problem, including the boundary conditions for both
stages.

(b) Write a Matlab code to solve this problem with the AFS scheme. Choose κ = 0.05, tfinal = 0.5,
ax = 0, bx = 1, ay = 0 and by = 2 (note by).

Solve the problem for the two solutions (write one code that handles both cases)

(i) Polynomial manufactured solution: (note the c01 y term that was missing previously)

ue(x, y, t) = (b0 + b1t+ b2t
2) (c00 + c10 x+ c20 x

2 + c11 xy + c01 y + c02 y
2),
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b0=.5; b1=.7; b2=.9; % time coefficients

c00=1.; c10=.8; c20=.6; c01=.3; c11=.25; c02=.2; % space coefficients

(ii) The exact solution

ue(x, y, t) = sin(kxx) cos(kyy) e−κ(k2x+k2y)t,

with kx = 3π, ky = 2π.

For each case perform a grid refinement study as in previous homework. Solve the problem for
Nx = Ny = 10× 2m, m = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Choose the time-step as ∆t = ∆x.

Use the print statements:

fprintf(’%s: t=%4.2f CPU=%8.2e Nx=%3d Ny=%3d Nt=%3d dt=%8.2e max-Err=%8.2e’,ms,t,cpu,Nx,Ny,Nt,dt,errMax);

if( m>1 ) fprintf(’ ratio=%4.2f rate=%4.2f\n’,err(m-1)/err(m),log2(err(m-1)/err(m))); ...

else fprintf(’\n’); end;

where ms=’poly’ or ms=’true’. Also print the CPU time used to solve to the final time.

For the case (ii) of the exact solution, provide surface plots of the solution and the error at the
final time for m = 2 (Nx = 40).

3. (20 points) Advection equation. Consider the initial value problem for the advection equation

ut + cux = 0, 0 ≤ x < 2π, 0 ≤ t ≤ tfinal,

u(x, 0) = u0(x),

u(x+ 2π, t) = u(x, t),

with periodic boundary conditions. Discretize on a uniform grid xj = j∆x, j = −1, 0, . . . , Nx with
∆x = 2π/Nx. Use one ghost point on the left to implement the periodic boundary conditions.

(a) What is the exact solution to this problem for a given initial condition u0(x)?

(b) Write down the one-stage Lax-Wendroff scheme for this problem. Perform a von Neumann
stablity analysis of the scheme by looking for solutions of the form

Unj = Aneikxj .

Determine A and then determine the time-step restiction for absolute stability. (Hint: as in class
simplify the notation by setting λ = c∆t/dx.)

(c) Write a Matlab code to solve this problem using (i) the leap-Frog scheme and (ii) the one-stage
Lax-Wendroff scheme, as discussed in class.

Use the initial conditions

u0(x) = sin(kxx),

with kx = 4 (note the domain is [0, 2π] and so kx is an integer). For the leap-frog scheme use the
exact solution, ue(x, t), at t = −∆t to get started.
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Choose the time-step according to

c∆t

∆x
= Ccfl,

and adjust ∆t in the usual way to exactly reach the final time. Choose c = 2, Ccfl = .9, and
tfinal = 20. For each case, perform a grid refinement study as in previous homework. Solve the
problem for Nx = 10× 2m, m = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Use the print statements:

fprintf(’%s:%s: t=%6.3f: Nx=%3d Nt=%4d dt=%8.2e errMax=%8.2e errL1=%8.2e’,...

scheme,solution,t,Nx,Nt,dt,errMax(m),errL1(m));

if( m==1 ) fprintf(’\n’); else fprintf(’ ratio=[%3.2f,%3.2f] (max,L1)\n’,...

errMax(m-1)/errMax(m),errL1(m-1)/errL1(m)); end;

where scheme=’LF’ or scheme=’LW’ and solution=’sine’. Compute both the max-norm error
and the discrete L1-norm error (and corresponding ratios). The L1-norm of a vector W is defined
by

‖W‖1,∆x
def
=

Nx−1∑
i=0

|Wi|∆x.

For each case, plot the computed solution and exact solution (on the same graph) at the final time
for m = 1, 2, 3, 4 (four plots for each case).

Confirm that both schemes converge at the expected rate in both norms. Comment on which
scheme has more dissipation.

(d) Repeat part (c) but using the 2π-periodic top-hat initial condition, which, for x ∈ [0, 2π), is
defined by (choose α = 1 and β = 3),

u0(x) =


1 if α < x < β,
1
2 if x = α or x = β,

0 otherwise.

Hint: if x is outside [0, 2π) you can map x to its periodic image in [0, 2π) using xp=mod(x,2*pi).
It may be easiest to define this function in a separate file periodicTopHat.m.

Comment on the convergence of the schemes for this discontinuous initial condition.
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